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Preface
Among the great challenges facing our generation is climate change, one of the
truly global threats to humanity. To counter the perilous rise in temperatures, we
must reduce our greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere. This means fun-
damentally shifting our energy use towards less polluting alternatives. Buildings
are recognized as the largest energy consuming sector in the world economy.
Thus they can be seen as being the greatest culprit behind or having the greatest
potential in solving our climate crisis, depending on how pessimist or optimist one
chooses to be. To me it signifies that energy efficiency in buildings represents the
greatest battle on the largest front in the crucial fight against climate change.

Being able to offer my own contribution to the body of research on energy effi-
ciency in buildings has been a rewarding and worthwhile enterprise, not least
because of the support I have received from so many people. I feel that no list can
be exhaustive, but especially I would like to express my gratitude to Professor
Risto Lahdelma, my supervisor, and Doctor Mari Tuomaala, my advisor, who gave
me invaluable guidance throughout the work. I am also grateful to the coauthors of
the publications, whose contributions made the research possible. I thank my
team leader Jari Shemeikka for giving his full support for the research.

Parts of the research have been conducted in the IDEAL EPBD and NorthPass
projects supported by the Intelligent Energy Europe program of the European
Commission. One of the publications was enabled by action C24 of COST, a Eu-
ropean framework enabling international cooperation between scientists conduct-
ing nationally funded research. I have also been supported in various ways by my
employer, VTT, and my university, Aalto, for which I am very grateful. Such sup-
port towards a better scientific understanding of the problems of energy use is
much needed in our time.

Finally, I would like to thank my parents, Helvi Tuominen and Eero Tuominen,
for giving me an early interest in science as well as other members of my family
for their support and encouragement. And of course, I am grateful to my dear
Senni who has made the past years the best ones of my life so far.

Helsinki, 18 November 2015
Pekka Tuominen
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Energy consumption in the world can be attributed to a few major categories of
consumers – among them buildings. One quarter of the global energy production
is consumed in residential buildings, one tenth in commercial buildings. Commer-
cial and residential buildings represent one of the largest energy use segments in
the global economy (IEA 2008). In fact, energy consumption in buildings has been
estimated by Farrell et al. (2007) to be the single largest end use for energy in the
world.

Thus it makes sense that ever since the energy crisis of the 1970’s the build-
ings sector has been central to the efforts to increase energy efficiency through
policy measures. This emphasis given to buildings in energy policy is justifiable if
the greatest efforts are to be exerted where the greatest effects can be expected.
Studies by IEA (2014), IPCC (2007), European Commission (2006) found the
greatest energy efficiency potentials in buildings compared to other sectors of the
economy. Their results were corroborated by the industry’s own findings published
by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBSCD 2009).

The significance of energy efficiency in securing the supply of energy is major.
The European Commission (2006) has reported that the improvement of energy
efficiency in the EU countries from 1971 to 2005 meant that they now save a total
of 33% in their annual primary energy consumption – more than is provided by any
single source of primary energy, including oil.

While buildings hold great potential in terms of energy efficiency, typically the
time needed to reach that potential can be rather long. This is due to the inertia in
the renewal of the building stock. Buildings can have lifespans in the range of 50
to 100 years and each building part is typically renovated only a few times in that
time period. The overall renewal rate of the building stock is typically around 1%
annually for European countries (Meeus et al. 2012). It is clear, therefore, that
major effects from energy efficiency improvements can take decades to be fully
realized. Thus, forecasting the development of energy use in the building stock
over long periods of time is a necessary undertaking if one is to make informed
policy decisions.
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Buildings represent also an important, if not the most important, category of
tangible investments in industrialized economies. In the United States construction
investments represented 53.2% of all fixed capital investments in 2011, in Japan
52.8%, in Germany 54.1% and in Finland 52.6% (European Commission 2014).
This underscores the economic importance of buildings not only as major energy
consumers but also as investments and property.

Recent international examples of studies estimating the effects of various poli-
cies on the energy use of building stock include the following. Sartori et al. (2009)
use different categories of buildings to forecast energy use in the Norwegian build-
ing stock until 2035. Schimschar et al. (2011) provide forecasts until 2020 for the
effects of tightening building regulations in Germany using the energy consump-
tion levels defined in the regulations. McKenna et al. (2013) divide the German
building stock into representative buildings and assign these, within the model,
into federal states based on statistical information to reach estimates concerning
energy-political targets until 2050. This approach has also been used to study
even larger building stocks, including by Uihlein, and Eder (2010), who provide
forecasts of the effects of different energy efficiency measures in the building
stock of the EU-27 countries until 2060. A more exhaustive review of studies ex-
tending to the 1990’s is given by Kavgic et al. (2010).

There are fewer studies aimed at assessing the economic effects of energy ef-
ficiency improvements in the building stock but some examples can be found, all
fairly recent. In Estonia Pikas et al. (2015) have calculated the employment and
investment effects of energy efficiency renovations to help develop a national
renovation roadmap. Their approach included direct effects only, leaving outside
their scope indirect effects in other sectors of the economy. Choi et al. (2014) have
studied the community-level economic impacts of energy efficiency improvements
in buildings in terms of economic output and employment. However, they limited
their study to the level of one city. Liu et al. (2009) conducted economic modelling
of building energy regulation on GDP in China. Their approach was a pure top-
down economic model that did not include technological details of the improve-
ments in the building stock. In addition to these, the construction industry has
lately shown interest in showcasing positive economic impacts from energy effi-
ciency renovations in the United Kingdom (Washan et al. 2014) and the European
Union (Naess-Schmidt et al. 2012) with commissioned studies.

While there are numerous studies about the effects of energy efficiency im-
provements on energy consumption in the buildings stock, fewer studies include
economic effects such as changes in GDP, employment and external costs. On
the level of national economies, in fact, such studies of economic effects are miss-
ing from the scientific literature reviewed. This is a major consideration that merits
more attention considering the significant share of buildings in energy consump-
tion as well as the importance of investments in buildings.
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1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a method for assessing the energy
efficiency potential of the building stock and to assess the economic effects of the
realization of the potential in terms of changes in GDP, employment and external
costs. Energy efficiency potential was estimated by calculating the effects of sce-
narios based on different energy efficiency measures in representative building
types comprising the building stock. The assessment of economic effects concen-
trates on GDP, employment and externalities. GDP was selected as it is the most
commonly used measure of the economic performance of a country. Employment,
on the other hand, tends to be a high-interest topic for policymakers, an important
potential user of the results. Finally, external costs were included due to the fact
that energy consumption tends to entail rather high externalities.

The developed method is useful for the calculation of energy efficiency poten-
tials under different sets of measures. This is needed, for example, for the as-
sessment of the effects of different technologies and policy measures that can be
applied to the building stock. Moreover, the presented method allows studying the
economic effects of energy efficiency improvements. The economic effects of the
changes in energy use will radiate, through the building and energy sectors,
throughout the whole economy. Thus, the question of economic effects of energy
use is an important one.

1.3 Research approach

To achieve the objective of calculating the energy efficiency potential of the build-
ing stock and assessing the economic effects of the realization of that potential the
approach presented in Figure 1 was taken. Scenarios entailing different energy
efficiency measures applied to the building stock were studied using a building
stock energy model to assess the ensuing changes in energy use. Then the vari-
ous economic effects were studied using economic modelling, externality calcula-
tions and an analysis of exergoeconomic effects. Finally, the likelihood of the
scenarios was assessed based on an assessment of market demand based on
surveying experts in the construction industry and prospective builders. These
survey results are offered in support of the interpretation of the results and are not
directly related to the chain of argumentation presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Main topics included in the different sections of the thesis.

Building stock energy modelling is based on an archetypal engineering model of
the bottom-up type. This approach was selected because the effects of building-
level technological improvements to their energy efficiency are the focus of the
study. Such improvements are in the purview of regulation and other policy
measures, the impacts of which on the national level are the main interest for
conducting the modelling.

During the course of the study, a calculation tool called REMA was developed
based on the methods used. The purpose of REMA is to allow conducting similar
analyses in the future with relative ease in a systematized way. In this study the
complete REMA model was used to study the final case concerning Finland called
BAU*, all the other cases presented in this thesis have been calculated using
similar methods that are described in detail in Section 2 while not using the final-
ized REMA model.

Even though the method is meant to be applicable to different building stocks,
the Finnish building stock was mostly studied as the method was developed over
time. Therefore many of the scenarios studied concern the Finnish case. Similar
but more limited analysis was also conducted for a number of EU member states
to show the applicability of the approach to different building stocks.

The Finnish case was studied further in terms of economic effects, including
employment and GDP, external effects and carbon dioxide emissions. This is
necessary to provide context and better understanding of the effects of energy
efficiency improvements in the building stock, considering the major role of build-
ings as energy consumers and the importance of energy to the economy and as a
major source of external costs in the form of harmful emissions.

Economic modelling was conducted to find out GDP and employment effects
for selected scenarios concerning Finland. Two separate models were used to
obtain the presented results. First the POLA model provided the effects on the
energy sector. Then the VATTAGE model was used to calculate economy-wide

Scenario of
energy

efficiency
measures

Building stock
energy model

Changes in
energy use

INPUT OUTPUT CAUSES

Economic effects

Changes in
external costs

Changes in
GDP

Changes in
employment

Exergoeconomic
implications

SECTIONS 3.3, 3.4

SECTIONS 3.1, 4.1 SECTIONS 4.2, 4.3

SECTIONS 3.5, 4.4

SECTIONS 3.5, 4.4

SECTIONS 3.6, 4.5

SECTIONS 3.7, 4.6
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effects of the scenarios using the results of the POLA model as input. The
VATTAGE and POLA models have been developed for the purposes of economic
evaluation of policy decisions and were thus deemed suitable for the needs of the
study.

Changes in external costs were estimated based on the results from the POLA
model using estimates concerning the external costs of various energy carriers
derived in the ExternE project of the European Commission. Exergoeconomic
effects of energy efficiency improvements were analysed to find out whether a
correlation can be found between costs and changes in exergy content of the
energy use in buildings.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

The thesis begins with Chapter 1 Introduction, where background including the
presentation of the context and the gaps in current research are examined. Also
presented are the objectives of the thesis and the limitations in the approach se-
lected. Then, in Chapter 2 Theoretical background, literature concerning relevant
theories is reviewed. Chapter 3 Methods presents the methods that are used in
this thesis to develop the results presented in Chapter 4 Results, the implications
of which are discussed in Chapter 5 Discussion and conclusions.

In more detail, following the chain of reasoning presented in Figure 1, the sce-
narios studied are presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, the building stock energy
model is presented in 3.1 and 4.1, changes in energy use in the scenarios studied
are presented in 4.2 and 4.3, changes in GDP and employment are presented in
3.5 and 4.4, changes in external costs are presented in 3.6 and 4.5 and, finally,
exergoeconomic implications are examined in 3.7 and 4.6.

In the publications, Publication I deals mainly with the building stock energy
model, Publication II economic effects, III energy efficiency potentials, IV exer-
goeconomics and V provides a description of the market environment relevant to
scenario development. Energy scenarios are presented in Publications I, II and III.

1.5 Limitations

While building stock models are a valuable tool for assessing various policy op-
tions, there are also limitations to what can be learned from modelled data. This
has to be kept in mind when interpreting the data. Booth et al. (2012) list three
types of sources of uncertainty in building stock models. The first issue is model
realism, meaning how well the model represents the true underlying process. To
address this issue, it is important to provide a transparent description of the model
to those who interpret the results.

The second issue is that of heterogeneity, meaning the variation of the charac-
teristics of the buildings within the stock. Any groupings of buildings will inevitably
contain some heterogeneity; thus one has to choose a level of satisfactory aggre-
gation balancing accuracy with complexity within the model.
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Finally, even within a relatively homogeneous set of buildings there is uncer-
tainty due to two factors: random variation, called first-order uncertainty, and insuf-
ficient knowledge about the defining parameters, called second-order uncertainty
or epistemic uncertainty. Therefore the well-informed interpretation of modelling
results requires comparing them with other sources of information and past expe-
rience.

In principle geography does not place limitations for the use of the method pre-
sented in this thesis. The method does, however, require that representative build-
ing types consuming different forms of energy can reasonably be defined. This
can limit areas in the developing world outside the scope of application of this
method.

The scenarios in Finland are limited to the energy consumption of space heat-
ing in residential, commercial and public buildings. Excluded from the estimate are
industrial buildings, storages, buildings in agriculture, forestry and fishery. This
was done mainly because in the available records, most importantly those of Sta-
tistics Finland (2012), the energy use in these types of buildings is generally in-
cluded in the energy consumption of the production process. Industries particularly
often use surplus heat from production for space heating.

Despite this exclusion, as residential, commercial and public buildings consume
the bulk of energy in buildings (excluding industrial processes) in Finland, around
75–80%, the presented estimates are indicative of the total energy efficiency po-
tential (Viinikainen et al. 2007, Environmental administration 2001). The decision
to do this limitation in the Finnish scenarios presented in this thesis does not,
however, mean that these or other building types could not be included in later
studies. The method allows the inclusion of any building types necessary for the
scenario being studied.
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2 Theoretical background

2.1 Energy modelling of the building stock

The first efforts to study the energy use in the different sectors of the economy
using modelling date back to the 1970's. Two distinct classes of energy models
soon started to emerge: some used the so-called bottom-up and others the top-
down approach. The various bottom-up methods that are in use focus on the ef-
fects of individual technologies or consumer-level changes in consumption. Top-
down methods, on the other hand, employ a more general approach where the
effects of system-wide key factors on energy consumption are investigated. (Swan
and Ugursal 2009, Lanza and Bosello 2004.)

Environmental considerations in particular were an early driver for the devel-
opment of both modelling approaches. The international process to limit green-
house gas emissions has had a major impact ever since the 1988 Toronto Con-
ference on Climate (Lanza and Bosello 2004). Efforts to limit emissions highlighted
the need to understand the consequently needed changes in energy consumption.
Buildings quickly became one of the focal points in the efforts to save energy as
one of the major energy consumers in the economy. In fact the residential sector
in particular has had more energy-related policies put in place than any other
sector in the IEA countries (Haas 1997).

In the context of the building stock, top-down methods estimate energy use in
buildings based on variables that pertain to the whole buildings sector. Bottom-up
methods, on the other hand, attempt to calculate the sum total of energy con-
sumption in the building stock based on limited distinct categories of buildings and
their respective sizes and energetic properties, sometimes called archetypes. A
more detailed taxonomy of model types is given in Figure 2. (Swan and Ugursal
2009.)

Energy models of the building stock use different types of inputs depending on
the type of the model. Different strengths, weaknesses and capabilities result from
the choice of modelling approach. For instance, the level of detail in the model can
vary greatly depending on the selected methodology, which is also true for the
inputs required. Typically input data includes information such as physical proper-
ties of the buildings, number of occupants, appliances and equipment in use,
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historical energy consumption, climate conditions and economic variables. This
information can be very detailed or rely on aggregated values such as averages.

Figure 2. Taxonomy of energy consumption models for the building stock accord-
ing to Swan and Ugursal (2009).

2.1.1 Top-down approaches

Top-down modelling typically begins with the acquisition of a historical time series
of energy consumption in the building stock. Then, based on the historical devel-
opment, future changes are forecasted based on trend-like changes in the under-
lying factors. Top-down models usually examine the relationship of the energy
sector with the other sectors of the economy. In fact, buildings often are but one of
many energy consumers in such a model. As is shown by Figure 2, they can be
further divided to econometric and technological models. (Kavgic et al. 2010.)

Econometric models most commonly function using prices (e.g. energy prices
and investments) and income data to produce a likely trend line for the future
development of energy consumption. They usually utilize variables such as the
gross domestic product (GDP), employment and price indices. Technological
models, on the other hand, are often based on the market penetration of various
appliances, devices and other technologies in the building stock. These can also
be combined into hybrid models that incorporate features from both approaches.
Common inputs include climatic conditions, construction and demolition rates and
appliance ownership data.

In top-down models buildings are generally treated simply as an energy sink
and there is no distribution of energy consumption for different end uses. This can
be seen as a weakness and strength: some detail is lost in the results but, on the
other hand, the amount of knowledge needed about the underlying technologies or
consumption processes is also limited. Moreover, top-down models can usually be
operated with highly aggregated data that is often easily available from statistics or
similar sources. (Swan and Ugursal 2009.)

Top-down models have the greatest strength in forecasting relatively small
changes in past developments in the short term. Given the slow renewal rate of
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the building stock – typically around 1% annually for European countries (Meeus
et al. 2012) – and the rarity of sudden changes in construction and energy con-
sumption practices, the assumption that past developments can be used to pro-
duce reasonable estimates of the future is usually sound.

On the other hand, large and sudden changes can be a major source of uncer-
tainty for top-down models. Thus the reliance on historical data is also a draw-
back. Top-down models are incapable as such to model discontinuous changes in
technology. Moreover, lack of detail concerning individual end uses of energy
greatly diminishes the possibility of recognizing key areas for improving energy
efficiency. (Kavgic et al. 2010.)

2.1.2 Bottom-up approaches

Perhaps the most inclusive definition of bottom-up models is that they are all mod-
els that “use input data from a hierarchal level less than that of the sector as a
whole” (Swan and Ugursal 2009). For models of building stock energy use, it can
be summarized that they utilize disaggregated data concerning energy use within
buildings to produce sum totals concerning the energy use in the whole building
stock (Kavgic et al. 2010).

Bottom-up models contain varying amount of detail concerning the composition
of the energy consumption totals. They can be based on the energy consumption
in different end uses, individual buildings or groups of buildings. These data are
summed using the representative weight of each category of energy consumption
in the sample.

Bottom-up models are divided broadly into two categories, as is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Statistical models, on the one hand, operate based on historical data and
regression analysis to find out how total energy consumption is divided to different
end uses. Engineering models, on the other hand, present the division to different
end uses based on the technological characteristics of each type of end use. This
can be for example the power consumption of devices or the thermodynamic
properties of building parts. Such level of detail is a strength of the bottom-up
approach, allowing the models to be used for examining various alternative tech-
nologies. It also signifies that the model has the capacity to calculate energy con-
sumption totals without relying on historical or trend data. Another strength of the
approach is the capability to study occupant behaviour and passive energy gains
such as solar radiation.

Resulting models have a tendency to develop to high levels of complexity. This
means that the input data can also be rather detailed, which is can be considered
to be the major drawback of the bottom-up approach. (Swan and Ugursal 2009.)

2.2 Scenario analysis

In economic research a scenario is broadly defined as “a set of assumptions on
policy choices and the values of exogenous variables that will be used to deter-
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mine the future developments” (Black et al. 2009). Scenario analysis can be used
for example to study the effects of different policy alternatives or to assess how
conclusions are affected by changes in selected exogenous variables.

The most common use of sectoral energy models is to compare the effects of
different scenarios to each other. This applies also to building stock energy mod-
els. In a study, scenarios can either be made highly different from each other or
only having relatively small individual changes in them akin to a sensitivity analy-
sis. A common use for the results is for informing government officials, who are
interested in finding out the effects of different policy alternatives. (Sathaye and
Sanstad 2004.)

A baseline scenario is produced for the purpose of comparing the other scenar-
ios to it. It reflects the world without the proposed policy measures or other chang-
es to be studied in the alternative scenarios. It also serves as the starting point for
the development of the other scenarios. As the analysis of the results will be done
by comparing with the baseline, it is important that its specifications are sound.
Usually a lot of background research is needed to produce a baseline scenario
that agrees with existing statistics, forecasts, projections and plans to a reasona-
ble extent. (EPA 2014.)

The other scenarios assume conditions that are exogenous, meaning activities
or effects that are based on external estimates or projections rather than being
produced by the model. These conditions typically represent technological, policy
or price changes. Projections start from the base year values of the various varia-
bles and then divert from the baseline according to the scenario definitions. The
main use for the results is to examine the ramifications of alternative paths for
future. (Sathaye and Sanstad 2004.)

2.3 Building stock energy modelling in Finland

Early use of building stock energy modelling in Finland include a bottom-up model
for the North Karelia region developed and used primarily in the 1990’s by Snäkin
(2000), and work done at VTT and Tampere University of Technology on building
stock models and energy consumption models leading to the development of first
ISREM and later EKOREM and POLIREM models also of the bottom-up type
(Heljo et al. 2005). Moreover, Statistics Finland has used a bottom-up energy
model to calculate annual energy statistics for buildings since 1995 (Aalto 2009).
Among these, EKOREM has been used most for published studies and is pre-
sented here in more detail. ISREM is an earlier development no longer used in
published research, while POLIREM is mentioned to be still under development.

Presently in use for scenario analyses, in addition to the method presented in
this thesis, is the EKOREM model. It was developed at the Tampere University of
Technology in cooperation with VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland in
2003–2005 (Heljo et al. 2005). According to Heljo et al. (2005) the EKOREM was
developed based mainly on the following past research and sources: Statistics
Finland, which for its part uses the building registry of the Population Register
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Centre, the national statistics for new construction, VTT’s KORVO and REMO
studies from 1982, 1990 and 2000 concerning renovations and VTT’s periodical
surveys concerning new construction. After EKOREM, the researchers have been
working on a new model called POLIREM (mentioned e.g. in Vihola and Heljo
2012), the results of which remain unpublished as of early 2015.

The EKOREM model has been used for estimating the current energy use and
the ensuing CO2 emissions in the existing Finnish building stock (Heljo et al. 2005)
and to produce scenarios of future development (Vehviläinen et al. 2010). Other
results from the EKOREM model include an assessment of the effects of electric
heating and heat pumps on energy consumption and emissions (Heljo and Laine
2005), the energy efficiency potential of energy renovations in Finland (Heljo and
Vihola 2012) and more specifically in the housing stock of Tampere (Heljo and
Vihola 2011). Moreover, EKOREM has served as a source of data for a study of
geographical information system (GIS) based visualization of energy use and
emissions (Mattinen et al. 2014).
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3 Methods

The approach used in the research presented in this thesis is an archetypal engi-
neering model of the bottom-up type, as presented in Section 2.1 and in Figure 2.
This approach was selected because the effects of building-level technological
improvements to energy efficiency are the focus of the study. Such improvements
are in the purview of regulation and other policy measures, the impacts of which
on the national level are the main interest for conducting the modelling.

In archetypal methods, such as the one developed in this study, building types
are defined that can be satisfactorily used to represent the building stock. This
process is presented in Section 3.1 and in more detail in Publications I, II and III.

 Next, scenarios need to be defined that contain different energy efficiency
measures in the building stock. This is presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 and
again in more detail in Publications I, II and III.

3.1 Rationale for selecting building types

In this thesis bottom-up scenario modelling is used to calculate energy use in the
building stock. The selected approach entails using representative building types,
archetypes in the IEA nomenclature (Hobday 2005), for estimating the energy
consumption in different segments of the building stock. Future developments are
estimated using annual rates of new construction, renovations and removals from
the building stock. This approach is described in more detail in Publications I, II
and III.

A limited number of representative building types are selected and their ener-
getic properties are used to calculate the energy consumption of that particular
building type in the building stock. In the model data on the building stock is divid-
ed into four categories: detached houses, apartment buildings, commercial build-
ings and holiday homes. Detached houses are understood as one-family resi-
dences. Apartment buildings are defined as having more than one apartment,
meaning multi-storey buildings and row houses. Commercial buildings are defined
as being in commercial use (offices, stores etc.) or public buildings (schools, hos-
pitals etc.). Holiday homes represent a relatively small portion of the building
stock, but their importance as energy consumers is growing in Finland as more
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and more are equipped with electricity and heating, therefore they were included
as a fourth category.

Moreover, each category is divided into age groups: buildings constructed be-
fore 1959, during 1960–1979 and during 1980–2009. These age groups were
chosen because of the availability of compatible data (Heljo et al. 2005) and they
represent distinct periods in the history of the Finnish building stock: 1960–1979
saw mass urbanization and an accelerated pace of construction using new meth-
ods such as prefabrication. Buildings older than that typically used more traditional
methods and were often built of wood. After the energy crises in the 1970’s more
attention was paid to insulation, airtightness and mechanical ventilation became
more commonplace, meaning again a change in the makeup of the building stock.
For the international comparison presented in Section 3.4, a similar logic was used
but the age groups were different for each country depending on classifications
used in the statistics available.

Similarly, new buildings are assumed to have different properties depending on
the time period when they will be constructed. The model also allows the user to
define parallel building types to be built at the same time with varying energetic
properties, dubbed A, B and C. This only applies to future buildings. The division
into building types and nomenclature used in the model is presented in Figure 3.
In the international scenario of Section 3.4, new buildings were omitted altogether
and only renovations were considered.

Figure 3. The division of the existing and future building stock into building catego-
ries, age groups, types and sub-types called here A, B and C. Building age group
refers to all building types of same age, whereas building type only refers to a
certain category of building of a certain age.

The data concerning the building stock was obtained from the EKOREM model
(Heljo et al. 2005). The forecast used as a basis in the REMA model, presented in
Table 1, was made in 14.10.2007 by Harri Nuutila at VTT and was included in
Publications I and II. For holiday homes the development of the stock follows the
forecast published by Rytkönen and Kirkkari (2010): 490 000 holiday homes with
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an average area of 44 m² in 2007 and 550 000 in 2020, with the growth proceed-
ing in a fairly linear fashion. For longer periods, extrapolation is used.

The reduction of old building stock, shown in Table 1, was assumed to consist
mostly of the oldest buildings in the stock. Thus the share of buildings built before
1960 would fall at a faster rate than the share of those built during the 1960’s and
1970’s, which in turn would outpace those built after 1980’s.

Table 1. The forecast development of the Finnish building stock.

Building stock
(1000 m²)

Reduction
(1000 m²)

Construction
(1000 m²)

2007 2020 2050
2007–
2020

2020–
2050

2007–
2020

2020–
2050

Detached
houses 142 000 163 800 180 200 8 100 44 800 29 900 61 200

Apartment
buildings 116 200 128 700 131 000 3 800 29 300 16 300 31 600

Commercial
buildings 101 800 112 100 119 400 17 700 46 400 28 000 53 700

Total 360 000 404 600 430 600 29 600 120 500 74 200 146 500

3.2 Assessing the demand for energy efficiency in buildings

The increase of energy efficient buildings is not only dependent on the availability
of the necessary technologies but also on the demand in the market. In Publica-
tion V the market situation was studied in Finland and three other Northern Euro-
pean countries to assess the likely development of energy efficient construction in
the near future. The surveys are described in greater detail in Ahvenniemi et al.
(2011). Results for Finland are used in this thesis as one approach to assess the
likelihood of the various scenarios studied.

Two surveys in a questionnaire form were carried out in the participating coun-
tries and were similar in each country apart from questions which needed some
country specific modification. The research teams in each country decided on the
execution of the surveys. The results of the questionnaires were sent to VTT
where the data was entered into a database run with Digium software for analysis
and reporting.

The builder survey was targeted at individuals, who were building a single fami-
ly house. The main purpose of this survey was to find out the interest to build low-
energy house and what options builders considered and into which result did they
arrive. This market sentiment can be used to assess the likelihood of the different
scenarios: if high interest is observed, then more optimistic scenarios appear
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likely. The target group was land owners who had no building permit or who had a
permit but had not started building yet. For finding the respondents the help of
local authorities, architects, product suppliers, organizations and fairs was used. In
total 102 persons were surveyed in Finland.

The aim of the expert survey, on the other hand, was to find out the amount of
low-energy houses, level of costs, stage of development of the business, experi-
ences of the industry and market situation in general. The target group for expert
survey was different stakeholders, such as representatives of the industry, authori-
ties, researchers and officials of organizations. The questionnaires were distribut-
ed through workshops, symposiums, conferences and emails, depending on the
country. Altogether 40 experts were thus surveyed in Finland. As was the case with
the builder survey, the observations concerning the construction industry gained
from the expert survey are used to assess the likelihood of various scenarios.

3.3 Scenarios for the Finnish building stock

The development of the building stock was studied with a scenario based ap-
proach. The future heating energy consumption in buildings was estimated based
on the forecast development of the Finnish building stock in the coming decades,
estimates of typical energy consumption for different kinds of buildings and the
expected rate of renovations. Using this method, four scenarios for future devel-
opment in Finland were created. These are listed in Table 2. BAU, DD and RD
were studied before the completion of the REMA model while BAU* was calculat-
ed using the complete REMA model.

Table 2. Scenarios concerning the Finnish building stock.

Short name Full name Short description
BAU Business as usual Continuation of construction prac-

tices of 2008 with no change.
DD Delayed development Slow increase in energy efficient

construction and renovation.
RD Rapid development Fast increase in energy efficient

construction and renovation.
BAU* Updated business as usual Update of BAU after the 2010

EPBD directive (European Com-
mission 2010)

The baseline scenario for Finland is called Business as usual (BAU); it was made
based on the assumption that buildings continue to be built according to the prac-
tices prevalent in 2008. Delayed development (DD) and Rapid development (RD)
scenarios are compared to BAU to quantify the energy efficiency potentials and
the economic consequences of their realization. The BAU scenario is not meant to
be in any way prognostic. Rather, it offers the possibility to compare the present
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level of efficiency to more likely future scenarios. DD and RD scenarios are based
on BAU, but they assume that future developments will take a different path in a
number of ways. Both heating energy and electricity consumption in buildings are
considered. All three scenarios are presented in detail in Publication II.

Delayed development (DD) assumes that the share of low-energy buildings will
gradually increase so that by 2030 most new detached houses are low-energy
houses whereas among the rest of new construction low-energy buildings will
achieve similar market penetration ten years later. Passive buildings will become
the norm much later, in the 2070’s and 2080’s. Furthermore, it is assumed that
modest energy efficiency improvements will be completed in buildings that would
undergo renovation in any case for other reasons.

Rapid development (RD) assumes that the share of low-energy buildings will
increase rather quickly so that by 2015 most new detached houses are low-energy
houses. Other construction will follow the development rather quickly, so that low-
energy buildings will become the norm by 2020. Passive buildings will follow suit
and be the norm in new buildings by the 2030’s. Moreover, it is assumed that
thorough energy efficiency retrofits will be completed in buildings that would un-
dergo renovation in any case for other reasons.

For construction and reduction rates the scenarios follow the development pre-
sented in Table 1. Concerning renovations, in both DD and RD scenarios the
annual amount of energy efficiency improvements completed during renovations is
assumed to be the same, namely 3.5% of the building stock built before 2008.
This rate was chosen because it agrees with the observed number of renovations
in relevant building parts (Vainio et al. 2002) and because at that rate all of the
building stock will be renovated once by 2040–2050. Given that the building enve-
lope should usually be renovated every 25 to 35 years (Virtanen et al. 2005), the
assumed rate of renovations seems very reasonable, even conservative.

While the study was underway, more changes were introduced in the building
code based on the recast of the EPBD directive of the European Union (European
Commission 2010). In accordance with these changes, an update of the Business
as usual scenario, BAU*, was produced for Publication I. While DD and RD were
speculative in nature, BAU* is based on actual policy changes enabling a compar-
ison with BAU and representing a new baseline for future research. At the same
time BAU* is the only scenario that has been calculated with the finalized REMA
tool, whereas the others represent results from a calculation method still under
development. Namely, for new buildings in BAU, DD and RD a Gaussian S-curve
representing gradual increase in the rate of adoption for new technology was
used. In the REMA model and for BAU* scenario this approach was substituted
with immediate changes in construction practices at particular years. Even though
the gradual change approach is likely to be a more realistic depiction of the actual
development of the building stock, it complicates the model while having relatively
modest effects on the results. The renewal rate of the building stock being at
around 1–1.5% a year, effects on energy consumption accumulate slowly in any
case. Using the midpoint of the Gaussian S-curve as the timing of an immediate
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change will produce similar results when the interest is in medium to long-term
effects.

3.4 Scenarios for selected EU countries

An international comparison of energy efficiency potentials was done concerning
selected EU member states in Publication III. Only one scenario was calculated in
addition to the baseline. This calculation spanning nine different countries serves
to demonstrate the applicability of the methodology developed in the course of this
research to various different building stocks. A similar logic to that presented in
Section 3.1 was used for dividing the building stock to building types and age
groups. However, here the age groups were different for each country depending
on classifications used in the statistics available.

As this part of the study took place before the completion of the REMA model,
the approach used was more limited in scope than in the Finnish scenarios pre-
sented in Section 3.3. This approach differs from the scenario assessment done
for Finland in Publications I and II. The main methodological difference in that in
the Finnish scenarios renovation rates were based on historic renovation rates,
whereas here the economicality of renovations was used as the criterion. Only
economically viable energy renovations in the residential building stock by the
year 2020 and 2030 were included. Moreover, here only heating energy is consid-
ered. The countries included were Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Fin-
land, Germany, Latvia, the Netherlands, Portugal and the United Kingdom. These
were selected based on the availability of data from partner organizations partici-
pating in the study.

The inventory of housing stock was compiled from data collected by the re-
search teams from each country participating in the European research project
IDEAL EPBD. The method chosen here is similar to Nemry et al. (2010) in the
criteria for defining building typologies. Research partners in each country provid-
ed their respective stock data including the following information:

 Size of housing stock categorized by two general types of buildings:
single-family houses and apartment buildings. Dwellings were also
grouped by age.

 Past and expected rates of renovations aimed at improving energy ef-
ficiency of homes.

 Types and costs of different energy efficiency measures, etc.

The data on the housing stock collected from each country provided a baseline for
the energy efficiency potential for existing dwellings. Age groups varied between
the countries depending on the categories used in the data provided, as is seen in
Table 3. The calculations were carried out for each country separately. The nec-
essary data was collected by the project partners in the various countries and
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supplemented with expert estimates where figures were not available. The primary
sources are listed in Publication III.

To start estimating the energy efficiency potential, first the data on the size of
each age group of buildings and their respective heating energy consumption was
used to calculate the present energy consumption to be used as a baseline. Then,
for each type of energy efficiency improvement, an effect on the energy consump-
tion and a price for the improvement was acquired from the various countries. The
costs of each improvement were annualized for ten years with a discounting rate
of 10%.

Table 3. Age groups in each country.

Country Age groups
Bulgaria –1960, 1960–1969, 1970–1979, 1980–1989, 1990–
Czech Republic –1970, 1970–1980, 1981–
Denmark –1931, 1931–1950, 1951–1960, 1961–1972, 1973–1978,

1979–1998, 1999–
Finland –1960, 1960–1969, 1970–1979, 1980–
Germany –1919, 1919–1948, 1949–1957, 1958–1968, 1969–1978,

1979–1983, 1984–1994, 1995–2001, 2002–
Latvia –1960, 1960–1969, 1970–1979, 1980–
Netherlands –1960, 1960–1969, 1970–1979, 1980–
Portugal –1990, 1990–2001, 2001–
United Kingdom –1960, 1960–1975, 1976–1982, 1982–

Selecting a discounting rate is particularly challenging in the residential sector, as
the circumstances of each household can vary significantly. Short et al. (1995)
have reported empirical observations of implicit discount rates as high as 25% and
39% for energy efficiency investments in the residential sector. Generally, the
discount rates appear to be much higher than the cost of capital. Possible expla-
nations include uncertainties in the investments, shortness of residency periods
compared to investment periods, limits in income and availability of capital and
noneconomic factors. The recommendation of US DOE is followed here of using
the 10% rate for the residential sector when investment-specific data is not availa-
ble. (Short et al. 1995.)

To get a price for the energy saved, the annualized costs were divided by the
annual energy savings of the improvement in question. For each country, the
prices of energy saved were compared with local electricity prices (Zwanenburg
2009). When the cost of energy saved was lower than the price of electricity, an
improvement was deemed cost-effective.

For each age group of buildings it was calculated how much energy consump-
tion would fall, if the cost-effective improvements were implemented at the ex-
pected autonomous renovation rate. Since these renovations would occur in any
case, the price for efficiency improvements is substantially lower than if imple-
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mented independent of other renovations. For each age group the new energy
savings achievable each year will be the product of the autonomous renovation
rate, the total area of that age group and specific energy savings of the improve-
ments deemed cost-effective for that age group. Then summing for all age groups
in the country, the total new annual energy savings are obtained. Cumulating
these annually achieved new savings for a given year, an estimate of energy effi-
ciency potential for that year in the country was calculated.

3.5 Assessment of economic effects for the Finnish
scenarios

The economic effects of energy efficiency improvements in BAU, DD and RD
scenarios, concerning the Finnish building stock, were studied in Publication II. To
estimate the investments required for energy savings, two separate methods were
employed: one for new buildings, another for renovations. In accordance with
Viinikainen et al. (2007), for low energy buildings a construction cost 4% higher
was chosen, for passive buildings 10%.

The investment costs in BAU were estimated based on the present level of in-
vestment, as reported in the official national statistics (Statistics Finland 2007).
The costs were scaled by the anticipated changes in construction. The investment
estimate of BAU formed the basis for similar calculations in DD and RD scenarios.
Using the shares of each building type and the said estimates of cost increases,
the annual investment in low energy and passive buildings were calculated.

For energy efficiency retrofits, a cost estimate based on the applied measures
is used. As both DD and RD scenarios assume improvements only in buildings
that would be renovated regardless of energy efficiency considerations, the cost
estimates include only the supplementary cost caused by the actual efficiency
improvements and not the total renovation cost. This is far less than what a dedi-
cated energy efficiency retrofit of similar scope would cost.

The cost of renovation is rather different for small houses and large buildings.
Therefore two different estimates were used for each. For detached houses the
estimate was based on Holopainen et al. (2007), for buildings of all other types, an
IEA survey (Waide 2004). These cost estimates were for mature technologies at
the time. As new technologies mature, wider adoption of them and economics of
scale can bring costs down. Since the studies are about ten years old, that could
mean that somewhat higher efficiency improvements would be available nowa-
days for the same level of investment.

For both houses and other buildings in the RD scenario, similar exercises were
conducted. As each additional efficiency investment tends to be less cost-effective
than the preceding ones, the cost per energy savings is higher in the more thor-
ough renovations assumed in RD.

Finally, having reached cost estimates for each level of improvement for both
types of buildings, the estimates were used with the assumed amount of renova-
tion to calculate the annual investment cost.
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Economic modelling was conducted to find out the effects on GDP and em-
ployment of the DD and RD scenarios. Two separate models were used to obtain
the presented results. First the POLA model provided the effects on the energy
sector. Then the VATTAGE model was used to calculate economy-wide effects of
the scenarios using the results of the POLA model as input. This modelling se-
quence is presented in Figure 4.

Engineering
estimates of energy

use in buildings

Economy-wide
effects

Readjustments in
the energy sector VATTAGEPOLA

Figure 4. The modelling sequence used to estimate the economic effects. Engi-
neering estimates of energy use in buildings were used as inputs for the POLA
model that was used to analyse readjustments in the energy sector. POLA model
calculated the investments in energy infrastructure as well as changes in energy
consumption. These were then used as inputs for the VATTAGE model to calcu-
late economic effects.

The VATTAGE and POLA models have been developed for the purposes of eco-
nomic evaluation of policy decisions and have been gradually improved based on
their past performance. POLA was developed at VTT and it is based on the com-
mercially available What’s Best modelling environment. A detailed description of
the model is available at request from VTT (Forsström 2004). VATTAGE is a dy-
namic applied general equilibrium (AGE) model based on the Australian MONASH
model (Dixon and Rimmer 2002). It is a traditional comparative-static AGE that
uses Leontieff and CES aggregators. A detailed description of the model has been
published by Honkatukia (2009).

The POLA model is a partial equilibrium model of the Finnish energy sector. It
uses linear programming to calculate partial equilibriums of energy production and
consumption. In other words, the model calculates a clearance on the market for
energy independently from prices and quantities demanded and supplied in other
markets (Forsström 2004). Thus the energy sector adjusts dynamically each year
to changes in the market. It uses as inputs the annual energy consumption num-
bers from the scenarios presented here.

In the VATTAGE model the economy has macroeconomic constraints for em-
ployment, capacity and external balance. Price signals are the drivers in the ad-
justment of the economy. Currently the model aggregates the economy into 51
sectors of industry and 43 commodities. Yearly input-output tables of the Finnish
national economy are used to update the model. For the energy sector, these are
acquired from the results of the POLA modelling.
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Three inter-temporal links connect consecutive periods in the model: accumula-
tion of fixed capital, accumulation of financial claims and lagged adjustment
mechanisms, such as the labour markets and the public sector budget. Together,
these mechanisms result in gradual adjustment to any policy shocks to the econ-
omy. (Honkatukia 2007.)

This combination of models suits well to the problem at hand, given their devel-
opment history that has aimed for the estimation of the economic effects of policy
decisions. Nevertheless, the results of any economic modelling should not be
taken as a final analysis of the problem, rather they offer helpful insight into the
potential effects of given scenarios under certain assumptions and are, therefore,
contingent on those assumptions.

3.6 Assessment of external costs for the Finnish scenarios

External costs, also called external effects or externalities, occur whenever the
decisions of economic agents cause incidental costs or benefits borne by others
that are not reflected in market prices. Energy use as an economic activity tends
to entail especially severe negative environmental externalities, therefore they
merit particular attention and were included in the analysis of BAU, DD and RD
scenarios in Publication II.

Table 4. External costs in electricity production in Europe in c/kWh as reported by
the European Commission (2003).

Country Coal Peat Oil Gas Nuclear Biomass Hydro Solar Wind
Austria 1-3 2-3 0.1
Belgium 4-15 1-2 0.5
Germany 3-6 5-8 1-2 0.2 3 0.6 0.05
Denmark 4-7 2-3 1 0.1
Spain 5-8 1-2 3-5* 0.2
Finland 2-4 2-5 1
France 7-10 8-11 2-4 0.3 1 1
Greece 5-8 3-5  1 0-0.8 1 0.25
Ireland 6-8 3-4
Italy 3-6 2-3 0.3
Netherlands 3-4 1-2 0.7 0.5
Norway 1-2 0.2 0.2 0-0.25
Portugal 4-7 1-2 1-2 0.03
Sweden 2-4 0.3 0-0.7
Britain 4-7 3-5 1-2 0.25 1 0.15
Average 5.71 3.50 5.70 1.79 0.39 1.13 0.43 0.60 0.15
*Cofired with lignite
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The externalities of energy consumption are especially significant compared to
market prices. Hall (2004) has estimated that for many energy sources negative
externalities amount to well over 100% of the market price. Table 4 shows the
external costs in a set of European countries with current levels of technology as
they were estimated by the ExternE research network (European Commission
2003). Included in the figures are all major types of externalities that are quantifia-
ble, such as global warming, public health, occupational health and material dam-
age.

The results reported by the ExternE research show that in some countries
some energy sources can cause externalities as high as 15 c/kWh, while others as
low as less than 1 c/kWh. This can be compared to the price of electricity from the
Helsinki city electric utility, 7.44 c/kWh or 13.36 c/kWh including transmission
(Helsingin Energia 2011).

The highest costs come from direct health damage, damage to ecosystems
and, above all, global warming. These effects are all caused by harmful emissions.
Hence, it is no surprise that the energy sources that entail no polluting emissions
are the ones with external costs of less than 1 c/kWh, namely nuclear, solar, wind
and hydro energy. (European Commission 2003.)

ExternE has published typical external costs per energy unit produced for each
energy source in different European countries. The figures for Finland were multi-
plied with the energy production data obtained from the POLA model. Where fig-
ures for Finland were not available, European averages were used. It should be
noted that some forms of external costs are difficult to evaluate, especially the
value of climate change mitigation.

3.7 Exergoeconomic analysis of different energy carriers

When studying energy efficiency potentials, it makes sense to differentiate be-
tween different energy carriers such as electricity, various fuels and district heat.
This is ultimately due to the different physical properties of these energy forms,
most important of which is the ability to do work, also called exergy content. This
issue has also economic importance. To demonstrate that exergy value indeed
correlates with economic value in common energy carriers for heating, the issue
was studied with an analysis of cost and technology data for different heating
systems in Finland and three other countries in Publication IV.

The hypothesis presented here is that a correlation should be possible to find
between the exergetic value and monetary value of an energy carrier, as the abil-
ity to do work has economic value in real terms. Concentrating on heating, it is
further postulated that energy prices reflect the exergy content of the energy carri-
er and that capital expenditures can substitute for exergy to some degree.

The forms of energy at the disposal of the economy can be classified according
to their exergy content, that is, their ability to perform potentially useful work. For
energy carriers of highest quality such as electricity, the exergy factor is 100%,
chemical energy carriers such as oil, gas and biomass count as superior and do
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have a exergy factor in the vicinity of 95% (Hepbasli 2008, Wall 1977). The exergy
content of heat depends on the temperature of the energy carrier and the tem-
perature level of applicable ambient (dead state).

A maximum exergy of 85% is derived in Publication IV for a fully oxidized com-
bustion. In contrast, the exergy content indicate that chemical energy could in
principle be converted into other forms of energy by up to ~95%. The difference
defines the exergy destruction that is unavoidable for thermodynamic causes and
the highest achievable combustion temperatures with current technologies. The
equation yields the exergy contents presented in Table 5 for the different energy
carriers.

In order to conduct research on the exergy content of energy carriers, the sys-
tem boundaries are drawn around the final consumer, namely a representative
reference building. The energy, exergy and financial streams passing through the
system boundaries will be analysed. The system boundary has important implica-
tions on the following analysis. Firstly, upstream energy losses (e.g. in the electric-
ity grid or during electricity production) are not considered. Secondly, all financial
streams and the underlying prices and costs are based on consumer prices. Final-
ly, upstream infrastructure (e.g. electricity or heating grids) and its related cost
structure are not analysed. This is done as it is assumed that the costs of the
infrastructure are incorporated in the consumer prices. For grid connected energy
carriers a considerable part of the energy price consists of a base price, which is
independent of the actual energy consumption. This base price can actually be
understood as an element to take into account the up-front investments into the
infrastructure.

Table 5. Exergy content of selected energy carriers.

Energy carrier Temperature Reference temperature Exergy content
Oil, coal, gas 1500ºC 0ºC (-20ºC/+20ºC) 85% (86%/83%)
Biomass 800ºC 0ºC (-20ºC/+20ºC) 75% (76%/63%)
Electricity - - 100%
District heat inlet flow 100ºC 0ºC (-20ºC/+20ºC) 27% (32%/21%)

Total fixed costs consist of levelled investment cost of the heating system and
annual operating and maintenance cost. For calculation of the levelled investment
costs a depreciation time of 20 years was used. Annual operating and mainte-
nance costs include the annual fixed amounts paid to the energy supply company
regardless of the actual energy consumption.

Regression analysis was performed to plot the heat generation costs against
the exergy factor of different energy carriers. The aim was to find price levels for
variable costs and total costs of heating at different exergy levels and see if a
correlation between costs and exergy could be found.
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4 Results

4.1 Building stock energy model

The estimation method used for assessing the energy use in the building stock
was developed into a calculation tool called REMA in the course of the study. It is
presented in detail in Publication I. REMA is a bottom-up engineering model of
energy use in the building stock. Future developments are estimated using annual
rates of new construction, renovations and removals from the building stock. The
selected approach entails selecting representative building types, also called ar-
chetypes, for estimating the energy consumption in different segments of the
building stock. The division used for building types and sub-types is presented in
Section 3.1 and in Figure 3.

The energetic properties of each building type and sub-type are collected into
tables such as the one presented in Figure 5. For existing buildings, the combined
living area of the type is included and a linear annual decrease in that area over
time due to demolitions or abandonment. For new buildings, a linear increase in
the amount of each particular building type is assumed over time until it is re-
placed a newer building type as presented in Figure 3.

The annual energy consumption is calculated as a sum for all the buildings of
that particular type and divided into heat and fuel consumption on the one hand
and electricity consumption on the other hand. The consumption of these is de-
rived from their component constituents, meaning heat outflows through the enve-
lope, airflows and hot water in the case of heat, and HVAC and other technical
systems of the building and consumer electricity consumption in the case of elec-
tricity. Over time, these outflows can be affected by renovations, which are as-
sumed to affect a certain percentage of the buildings each year and accumulate
annually.

The model does not include the physical properties of particular building parts
or systems, rather energetic properties are used as inputs. These properties can
be derived from empirical data, estimation or simulated buildings. When calculat-
ing the input data, system efficiencies and distribution losses should be taken into
account meaning that the inputs are inclusive of such efficiencies and losses. The
use of dynamic simulation results of type buildings in REMA is presented in Publi-
cation I.
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Figure 5. An example of the table containing the data concerning a particular
building type (archetype) and its share in the building stock.

As the energy consumption of each fuel, district heat and electricity is thus calcu-
lated for each building type, they are then summed for the whole building stock. To
achieve an estimate of CO2 emissions, the model includes a highly simplified
model of the energy sector, shown in Figure 6. This model contains the share of
each electricity and district heat generation method, their emission coefficients,
and allows the modeller to prescribe a linear development path for each.

Figure 6. The simplified linear development model of the energy sector used for
CO2 emission calculations.

Detached houses, age group 1960-1979
Area in 2010 40 m m² Decrease 0,5 m m² /a Year presented 2012

Heat and fuel consumption GWh/a Electricity consumption GWh/a All energy consumption GWh/a
Sum District heat Oil Wood Solar heat E. Heating E. Other Sum Total Hot water

7472,52 320,11 3041,06 3361,18 0,00 750,16 1305,72 2055,88 9528,40 753,81

Heating systems Cooling
District heat Oil Wood Solar heat Direct E. Heat pump COP, heat COP, cooling Cooling, E. District cool

Share in 2010 0,04 0,38 0,42 0 0,05 0,11 2,5 2,8 0 0
Share in year presented 0,04 0,38 0,42 0 0,05 0,11 2,515 2,885 0 0
Share in end of scenario 0,04 0,38 0,42 0 0,05 0,11 2,8 4,5 0 0

End of scenario 2050

Energy consumption kWh/m²/a
Envelope Airflows Hot water HVAC E. Consumer E. Cooling

Base consumption 205 0 23 4,2 33 0
Consumption after renovations 184,5 0 20,7 3,78 29,7 0

Renovations
Coefficient for energy consumption 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9

Share in 2010 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,84
Share in year presented 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9

Change %/a 3 3 3 3 3 3

Electricity production (%)
Nuclear Coal Gas Peat Biomass Hydro Wind REF Imports Other Sum

Year 0 27,9 13,1 11,4 5,4 10 15,6 0,3 0,7 15 0,6 100
Year presented 40,0 2,0 11,4 5,0 10,0 15,0 5,0 3,0 8,0 0,6 100,0
End of Scenario 40 2 11,4 5 10 15 5 3 8 0,6 100
Emission coefficients gCO2/kWh Weight.Av.

Year 0 50 700 400 700 70 40 60 100 430 269,3 269,3
Year presented 50 700 400 700 70 40 60 100 430 169,0 169,0
End of Scenario 50 700 400 700 70 40 60 100 430 169,0 169,0

District heat production (%)
Gas Coal Peat Biomass Oil Other Sum

Year 0 38 25 19 11 4 3 100
Year presented 37,0 20,0 17,0 20,0 3,0 3,0 100,0
End of Scenario 37 20 17 20 3 3 100
Emission coefficients gCO2/kWh Weight.Av.

Year 0 148 259 382 35 310 216 216,3
Year presented 148,00 259,00 382,00 35,00 310,00 193,61 193,6
End of Scenario 148 259 382 35 310 194 193,6
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Based on the inputs presented here, the model then calculates three main results:
(1) totals of energy consumed for each building type, (2) totals of energy con-
sumed for each fuel, electricity and district heat and (3) CO2 emissions caused by
energy consumption in each building type. The model produces time series of
energy consumption and CO2 emissions for the whole time period modelled. Addi-
tionally, a more detailed tabular presentation of the results is possible for any
given year from the modelled time period.

4.2 Energy efficiency potential estimates for Finland

In Publication II the energy efficiency potential in Finland was estimated with a
scenario approach that included three scenarios: BAU as a baseline, DD to repre-
sent delayed development and RD rapid development. An update of BAU, called
BAU*, was later produced in Publication I as a demonstrator case for the complete
REMA model and also to provide an estimate of the effects of the recast of the
EPBD directive on the development of the baseline.

Figure 7 shows the anticipated development of heating energy consumption in
the three scenarios based on the conditions explained before. By 2020 the
measures implemented in the delayed development scenario will allow annual
energy savings of 7 TWh, which represents more than a 10% drop compared to
BAU. By 2050 savings of about 40% are projected. With rapid development the
pace of progress nearly doubles: about 25% by 2020 and over 50% by 2050.

Figure 7. Heating energy consumption in the different sources of heat in the three
scenarios.

The figure demonstrates that the modernisation of the building stock, as evident in
the BAU scenario, is in itself enough to turn the consumption of heat downwards in
the long run, even without any particular conservation measures. In the short run
energy consumption can be expected to continue to rise if no changes are made
in the current practices. DD and RD scenarios show that even relatively conserva-
tive additional measures can greatly affect energy consumption in the building
stock over time.
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For BAU*, the update of BAU scenario based on regulatory changes after the
recast of the EPBD directive, for the year 2020 single-family houses will consume
31.7 TWh of heating energy (including electricity for heating) and 5.5 TWh of elec-
tricity (excluding heating), apartment buildings consume 17.0 TWh in heating and
5.8 TWh of electricity, commercial and public buildings 19.0 TWh in heating and
8.0 TWh of electricity and, finally, holiday homes 2.3 TWh in heating 0.4 TWh of
electricity, totalling in 70.0 TWh of heating energy and in 19.7 TWh of electricity for
the whole building stock. This development is presented in Figure 8. It can be
seen, that BAU* entails an energy efficiency potential of similar magnitude as DD.
Moreover, according to the results from the POLA model, in terms of total primary
energy consumption a reduction of 3.8% to 1661 PJ by 2020 and 4.7% to 1853 PJ
by 2050 compared to BAU can be expected in the DD scenario. For the RD sce-
nario similar numbers are a reduction of 5.3% to 1635 PJ by 2020 and 6.8% to
1811.4 PJ by 2050.

Figure 8. Modelled energy consumption in the whole building stock in the BAU*
scenario.

To assess how ready the market is to allow the technical energy efficiency poten-
tial to be realized, the market situation was studied with two surveys aimed at
building experts and builders, as was described in Section 3.2 and in Publication
V. Among the positive signals evident in the results for Finland were that there
was an expectation of growth for energy efficient buildings among the different
market actors and that prospective builders were already familiar and interested in
low-energy and passive buildings. Also, companies were planning to include ener-
gy efficiency expertise in the criteria they apply in recruiting. On the other hand
there was not yet an indication of major product development among the construc-
tion companies. Overall, the results indicated an expectation of growth and
awareness of energy efficiency issues both among the experts and builders.
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These mixed results concerning the attitudes in the market support the likeli-
hood of improvement in average energy efficiency in the building stock present in
all scenarios including BAU and BAU*, but also seem to indicate that faster devel-
opment present in the RD scenario would require further market interventions in
the form of regulation or incentives on the government’s part.

4.3 Energy efficiency potential estimates for selected EU
countries

In addition to the scenarios concerning Finland, an international comparison of
energy efficiency potentials in the existing residential building stock was conduct-
ed for nine EU member states in Publication III. The scope of the comparison was
limited to heating energy in the existing building stock, which means that only
renovation measures were included. Moreover, only economically viable
measures were studied which in practice meant limiting the assessment to energy
efficiency improvements included in renovations that would be conducted in any
case.

The data indicated that average heating energy consumption varied between
96 kWh/m²/a in apartment buildings in Bulgaria and 273 kWh/m²/a in houses in
Latvia. Furthermore, the results show that the existing stock of single-family hous-
es in the nine countries consume 877 TWh of energy for space heating annually.
For apartment buildings, the consumption is 474 TWh annually.

As can be expected, the countries have very different energy efficiency poten-
tials. Figure 9 shows how countries with a large inventory of buildings probably
hold the largest energy efficiency potentials in absolute terms, namely Germany
and the United Kingdom. On the other hand, based on average consumption
numbers, some countries are likely to have large potentials for energy efficiency
improvements on national level, but their relative contribution to the European total
will remain small nevertheless. Such is the case of Latvia, for instance. In this
comparison, Finland seems to have a middle-range energy efficiency potential for
single-family houses and a relatively low potential in apartments. The effects of
annually applicable cost-effective energy efficiency retrofits will accumulate to
produce the annual savings shown in Figure 9 by 2020 and 2030. These figures
should be understood in comparison to a baseline of no energy efficiency
measures included in renovations.

Summing up the results for all nine countries, 88 TWh/a could be saved in sin-
gle family houses by the year 2020 and 58 TWh/a in apartment buildings, totalling
146 TWh/a. Respective figures by 2030 are 169 TWh/a for houses and 110 TWh/a
for apartments, totalling 279 TWh/a for all dwellings. In relative terms these sav-
ings represent approximately 10% by 2020 and 20% by 2030 of present heating
energy consumption.
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Figure 9. Cost effective energy efficiency potentials in energy efficiency renova-
tions in the various countries compared to a baseline of no energy efficiency
measures included in renovations.

4.4 Assessment of economic effects for Finland

Publication II presents an assessment of economic effects, both direct and indi-
rect, of energy efficiency improvements in the building stock. These results were
acquired for BAU, DD and RD scenarios. The direct economic effects can be
measured in the investments that they entail. For new buildings, the annual direct
investment in new buildings in each scenario, based on cost estimates for 2020
and 2050, are shown in
Table 6. The figures indicate that the shift to low energy buildings would require
increases of only a few percent to the level of investments that is to be expected
anyway.
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Table 6. Annual construction investment (M€) to new buildings in Finland.

2020 2050
BAU 7500 9700
DD 7600 10100
RD 7800 10500

Direct investments in energy efficiency retrofits are shown in Table 7. The results
suggest that the measures assumed in these scenarios would require a rather
inconsequential increase of a few percent in the current annual investment of
about 8 billion in renovations (Rakennusteollisuus 2010).

Table 7. Investment in energy efficiency retrofits (M€) in Finland.

2020 2050
BAU 0 0
DD 200 100
RD 300 200

The wider economic implications of the measures applied in the two scenarios
were assessed with the economic modelling as was described before. The esti-
mates of the investments and the POLA modelling results described above were
used as input for the VATTAGE model of the Finnish economy. Interpreting the
results, one should bear in mind that some of the uncertainties and sources of
error in the model are cumulative and, therefore, towards the end of the time se-
ries the figures should be considered mostly as indicators of the broad direction of
economic development.

Figure 10 shows the effects of the two scenarios, according to the VATTAGE
model, on the GDP per capita in Finland. The figure shows that initially the in-
vestments required by the energy efficiency improvements will cause limitations
on economic development. The GDP can be expected to be lower than in the BAU
scenario for 8 years with the investment level of DD and for 17 years with the
investment level of RD. However, subsequently the GDP will reach higher levels
than without the investments.
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Figure 10. GDP per capita in DD and RD scenarios relative to BAU (%).

Figure 11 shows how the two scenarios would affect employment relative to BAU.
A slight decrease in employment could be expected at the beginning according to
the modelling results. It would seem that the small expected increase in employ-
ment in the construction sector will be too small to completely offset the effects of
a generally slightly smaller economy.

Figure 11. Employment in DD and RD scenarios relative to BAU (%).
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Later on, however, employment would rise to higher levels than in BAU. This can
be expected as a result of the general effects on the economy reflected by the
changes in the GDP. It should be noted, however, that the effects on employment,
both negative and positive, are very small, less than 0.1%. The timeframe at which
the modelling suggests that the positive effects offset the negative effects is
around ten to fifteen years. However, the relative changes are very small relative
to the inherent uncertainties of the modelling approach so that this is at best a
cursory estimate of the timespan.

4.5 Assessment of external costs for Finland

A GDP only approach to estimating the economic effects would underestimate the
utility of energy efficiency investments as it excludes the external costs caused by
energy production. Especially important is the externality of global warming
caused by greenhouse gas emissions. The modelling results from the VATTAGE
model, presented in Publication II, show that both DD and RD scenarios can have
a substantial effect on carbon dioxide emissions even on the national level, as is
demonstrated by Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Total domestic CO2 emissions in DD and RD scenarios relative to BAU
(%).

Estimates of total external costs, including effects other than climate change and
based on the figures published by ExternE (European Commission 2003), are
shown in Figure 13 for each scenario.
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The external costs in DD and RD are systematically lower than in BAU, which
was to be expected due to lower levels of energy consumption. Monetarily DD has
170 M€ lower external costs in 2020, 230 M€ in 2050. For RD similar figures are
380 M€ and 440 M€ respectively. This can be compared to the Finnish GDP of
180 000 M€ in 2007. It is noteworthy that the volume of avoided external costs
outweighs any losses or gains estimated in the previous sections in the GDP.
Therefore from a welfare economic point of view both RD and DD are preferable
to BAU.
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Figure 13. External costs of energy production in Finland in the three scenarios.

4.6 Results of exergoeconomic analysis

The correlation between exergy content and economic value of heating energy
was studied to see whether physically differing energy carriers also hold different
economic values and how value is distributed among them. The analysis was
done based on technological and price data on different heating energy systems
commonly in use in Finland and is presented in more detail in Publication IV.

Figure 14 shows the relation between the total cost and the variable costs of
using each energy carrier relative to the exergy content of the said carriers. The
results indicate that in the Finnish case the postulated correlation is visible: indeed
the lower the exergy content, the lower the price of energy and thus the variable
costs of its use. When fixed costs are included, the price differences are levelled
off somewhat, although not entirely. However, the lower exergy alternatives are
not systematically cheaper now. For example, district heating appears to be
somewhat more expensive than the higher exergy alternative, heat pump. The
levelling of price differences would appear to confirm the hypothesis of the ex-
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changeability of capital and exergy, since higher capital investment seems to allow
the use of lower exergy energy.

Figure 14. The energy costs and variable costs relative to the exergy content of
the energy carrier in Finland.

Publication IV also includes similar analyses for Austria, Sweden and the Nether-
lands by other researchers. Overall, the results from other countries further sup-
port the hypothesis. The conducted regression indicated an overall capital-
expenditures-to-exergy substitution rate of 64%.
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5 Discussion and conclusions

5.1 Discussion of results

This thesis aimed to develop a method for calculating the energy efficiency poten-
tial in the building stock. The method, based on the use of building types and
scenario analyses, was finalized in the form of a calculation tool called REMA. The
model is constructed to be light, simple and flexible so as to allow testing different
contingencies and the sensitivities of scenarios with relative ease. The effects of
changing a particular parameter can be tested in quick succession. REMA was
built for calculating the Finnish building stock but, since the energetic properties of
the building types and their shares in the stock are variables, the model can be
modified for use with a given building stock.

A benefit of the approach chosen here is that each type and sub-type of build-
ings is individually modelled and, therefore, their contribution to the total energy
consumption can be traced to the modelled physical characteristics of the build-
ings. This allows the study of individual building modifications and their effects to
energy consumption on a large scale.

During the development of REMA, three scenarios were calculated with a
methodology slightly different from the final REMA model. BAU scenario was
created as a baseline with no changes in the 2008 building stock and construction
practices, whereas delayed development (DD) represented modest changes and
rapid development (RD) fast changes in construction and renovation practices. A
fourth scenario called BAU* was calculated with the completed REMA model.
BAU* can be seen as an updated BAU scenario for Finland after the changes in
regulation after the recast of the EPBD directive have taken effect.

The economic analysis of the scenarios indicates changes in the economy due
to energy efficiency investments: slightly less is consumed and cost of capital rises
minutely resulting in the small relative decrease in GDP in the short term. On the
medium to long term, however, the effects on both would be positive as the bene-
fits begin to accumulate. Furthermore, a significant drop in harmful emissions and
hence external costs is anticipated. Overall, a clear net benefit is expected from
improving energy efficiency.

The results of BAU*, compared with BAU, indicate that the EPBD directive is
likely to succeed in affecting an overall reduction in the energy consumption in the
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building stock in Finland. On the other hand the effects of BAU* are quite close to
the DD scenario, which would seem to indicate that there are still technological
measures available, as is evident in the RD scenario, that could allow a more
rapid development path for energy efficiency improvements.

Survey results concerning the attitudes in the market for low energy buildings
seem to support the likelihood of improvement in average energy efficiency in new
buildings as interest and knowledge in the issue was prevalent among both build-
ers and experts in the sector. Since the BAU scenario only presumes the contin-
uation of existing construction practices, this would seem to indicate the likelihood
of energy efficiency levels at least present in the DD scenario as being higher.
There was enough ambivalence, however, to indicate that faster development
present in the RD scenario would require further market interventions in the form
of regulation or incentives on the government’s part. Particularly the lack of prod-
uct development in the construction sector has the potential to become a hin-
drance for the fast development of energy efficiency.

Moreover, an estimate of energy efficiency potential in the existing residential
stock in nine EU member states was calculated concerning heating energy and
renovations. It seems that in most countries cost-effective energy savings of about
10% can be achieved by 2020 and 20% by 2030. For Finland the analysis indicat-
ed a moderate cost-effective energy renovation potential in single-family houses
and a relatively small potential in apartment buildings, generally these are smaller
than what was estimated in DD and RD scenarios for Finland. The main reason for
this difference in that in the DD and RD scenarios renovation rates were based on
historic renovation rates, whereas here the economicality of renovations was used
as the criterion. This resulted in a more conservative estimate of energy efficiency
improvements. Moreover, this approach led to high energy efficiency potentials for
countries with low renovation costs, most visibly for Bulgaria. For all countries
together, a total annual heating energy saving of approximately 150 TWh by 2020
and 280 TWh by 2030 appears possible. This can be compared to the total annual
primary energy consumption of 21 000 TWh in all EU countries combined.

Finally, an exergoeconomic analysis of heating energy carriers, exergy content
and capital and variable costs was conducted with the aim of finding a correlation
with price and exergy content. This was done to examine whether energy prices
reflect the exergy content of the underlying energy carrier and that capital expendi-
tures can substitute for exergy to some degree. Price and energy data for Finland
was presented to explore the issue. A correlation was indeed found between the
exergy content and price of heating energy carriers.

Additional analysis demonstrated that the share of capital costs on total heating
cost increased with lower exergy input. Based on the data used in this analysis, it
is concluded that for the case of modern cost effective heating systems the substi-
tution rate between exergy and capital is in the vicinity of 2/3. This means that by
reducing the average specific exergy content of the applied energy carriers by one
unit, the share of capital costs on the total costs increases by 2/3 of a unit.

The meaning of these findings on studying energy use in the building stock is
twofold: first, it shows that the varying exergy content of different energy carriers
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has economic meaning and that, therefore, different energy carriers should be
analysed separately when studying energy efficiency potentials. Proskuryakova
and Kovalev (2015) have called this finding surprising, that a somewhat obscure
physical measure should correlate with economic value. The separation of differ-
ent fuels, heat and electricity is thus preserved in energy calculations in REMA.
Second, it means that the society has a choice in selecting more valuable, high-
exergy energy sources or substituting them for capital investments. These alterna-
tives have different economic implications, the former being more often coming
from an import source than the latter, for instance. Assessing the effects of alter-
native policy choices can be informed by these findings.

5.2 Policy implications

Finnish energy policy has developed parallel to the research presented in this
thesis, some of it informed by results from REMA calculations (e.g. Airaksinen and
Vainio 2012). Concerning energy efficiency of buildings, the principal guideline for
policy development has been the European EPBD directive. The EU's regulation
goal for 2020, namely a nearly zero-energy building level in new construction, is
ambitious enough to be very close to the studied RD scenario.

To what level regulation needs to be further developed depends on how well
EU's 2020 goals are reached. If energy consumption levels indicated by the RD
scenario are indeed achieved, relatively steep reduction in energy consumption of
the building stock can be reached. However, any changes in the energy consump-
tion of the building stock are slowed down by the inertia of the stock, meaning the
demolition, construction and renovation rates, all in the vicinity of one to two per-
cent annually. This means that achieving reductions in emissions necessary to
limit climate change necessitates wide ranging parallel actions in energy produc-
tion towards low-emission energy sources.

In light of this study, measures aimed at renovation and new buildings appear
both important, one cannot be shown to be significantly more effective than the
other based on the results of this thesis. A key variable is the renovation rate as
major energy efficiency improvements tend to only be economical when combined
with other renovations. Boosting the renovation rate itself with policy measures is
one policy option, but one that may not be sensible to sustain as in the long term
renovation rates are dependent on the lifespan of building parts in any case. How-
ever, it is sensible to encourage or regulate the combining of energy efficiency
measures to renovations that are bound to take place in any case.

5.3 Suggestions for future research

Sensitivity analyses have not been performed in this study. However, as was
stated in Section 2.2, the scenario analysis approach in itself can serve some of
the goals of a sensitivity analysis. Here, in the Finnish case, the combination of
BAU, DD and RD scenarios do in a sense provide approximate minimum (BAU)
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and maximum (RD) values for plausible development paths to the future, which in
itself can be seen as serving as a rough sensitivity analysis. A formal sensitivity
analysis would, however, involve the systematic testing of a number of variables
for the effect of changes. Considering the amount of variables and complexity of
calculations this would be a somewhat laborious undertaking, although not prohibi-
tively so. Therefore sensitivity analyses are indeed one obvious topic for future
research.

Another major avenue for future work is the further development of the REMA
model itself. For example, more developed interfacing with POLA and VATTAGE
models could streamline the modelling process in future studies. Some cost com-
ponents could conceivably be included in REMA itself for producing cost esti-
mates. Moreover, the energy flows to and in the buildings could be modelled in
more details including physical efficiencies and thermodynamic properties of the
building parts. Now these are exogenous to the model.

EKOREM and REMA models share similarities as both are bottom-up type en-
gineering models of the Finnish building stock. Calculations similar to the ones
presented in this thesis could also be performed with the EKOREM model, in fact
such an undertaking for validation and cross-checking purposes could be a sensi-
ble topic for future research. One summary comparison of existing published stud-
ies is provided in Publication I.

While conducting the study it became apparent that studying energy consump-
tion in the Finnish building stock is hindered by the lack of empirical data. There is
no systematically gathered data of actual energy use in actual buildings, only
single case buildings have been studied which cannot be used to produce a rep-
resentative sample. Gathering empirical data as Mills et al. (2004) have done in
the US from Finnish energy efficiency renovations would be extremely useful for
future research. Now the study had to rely largely on estimates. Also, empirical
data, ideally based on random sampling, concerning the actual energy consump-
tion of different types and ages of buildings would greatly improve our understand-
ing of the composition of energy consumption in the building stock.

As new ways of providing energy and improving energy efficiency are studied,
more should be done to study the economic effects of the new technological solu-
tions, as here was done. This would gradually provide the policymakers with the
means to compare different solutions with one another. Thus the most cost-
effective technologies could be adopted first. This could help address problems
like exhaustion of natural resources and the climate change more effectively.
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